Abstract. We prove that the three e)(tensttllS of first-order logic by means of positive inductions, monotooe inductions, and so-called non-morotooe (in oor terminology, inflaticnary) inductims respectively, all have the same expressive power tn the case of finite structures. As a by-prodUct, the collapse of the corresponding fh<ed-point hierarchies can be dedUced.
So. Introduction
In 1979 Aha and Ullman [AU] noted that the relational calculus is unable to express the transitive closure. and suggested extending the relational calQJlu5 by the least fixed point construct. The relatiooal calculus [Ull is a standard relational query language; from the point of view of expressive power, the relational calculus is exactly first-<rder logic. Aho and Ullman's paper triggered an extensive studuof the expressive power of fiXed-point extensi(J'l5 of first-order logic [CH, Iml. Va, Li. GU, BGK. etc.] with emphasis on finite structures.
There are two fields where fi)(ed-point extension of first-order logic were extensively studied earlier. One is the theory of inductive definitions summarized to an extent in the book (Mo] . The other is semantics of programming languages Proviso. All structures are finite unless the cootrary is said explicitly.
Fixed-point coostructlms arise in the frame of first-order logic quite naturally. A formula CP(P.x) with an r-ary predicate variable P and a sequence x of r free individual variables yields an~eratcr F(P)={x: ep(P.x)} that can be applied repetitively. Additic:rel,free variables of ep are viewed as parameters. If F is moootooe then it has a least (with respect to the Inclusi~relatim) fixed point LFP(F) =lFPp;x<P(P,x) =U F1(,,).
E.g., LFPp;x,y (Ec:lge(x,y) 
is the transitive closure of Edge. and lFPp;x (x=u er x=ver 3y3z [P(y) 
is the closure of set {u,vJ under the 'operation f.
Lnf<rtunately. the extensioo of first-order logic by the coostruct LFP applicable to formulas f with a monotcne F. Is not a nice logic because recognizing well-fermed formulas is undecidable [Gu] . But there is a simply recognizable sufficient condition fer monotmlclty. If a first-crder f(P.x)' is positive In P then the operator F(P)={x: <P(p,x)} is mavltCXle. Moreover. the definition of positivity naturally extends to new formulas, and positivity remains 'sufficient for monotonicity. The extension FO"LFP of first-order logic by the constuct lFP, applicable to positive formulas t is most popular.
The restrictioo to positive formulas has its own price. In marlJ cases it is obvious that a given fa-mula f(P.x) yields a malOtooe operator F but It is rot clear how to transform f(P.x) to an equivalent formula f'(p.x) which is positive in P.
(A first-order f{P) may yield a monotone operator and have no first-order equivalent f'(P) that is positive in P lAG].) In order to define a more flexible fjxed-point extensim of first-order logic, it is werth to loosen the condltioo of mO'lOtonicity rather than to tighten it up.
Call an operator F(P)={x: ep(P. power. Actually, a stronger result holds.
Thea:em 1 (Main The<rem). Let r be an arbitrary operat~that, given two r-ary relatims and an r-tuple of elements, produces a boolean value.
Then
IFPp;x (P(x) or r(P. -P.x)} = lFPO:ylJl(O.y) foc sane , which is built fran r by first-crder 347 means and is positive in the predicate variable Q.
It is supposed of course that r(P,p'.x) is positive in both predicate variables. In applications t given a formula~(P,)(). define r(P.P',x) as the result of SUbstituting P' for the negative occurrences of P in 11. Main Theorem speaks aboot arbitrary r(P, -P, x) rather than arbitrary ct(P,x} because of the needlo distinguish between positive and negative occurrences or P. Apart from this, the internal structure of the given formula is of ro tmportafa in·constructlng the desired 'l'. f(P,x)} on the set of r-placepredicates ordered by inclusicn Since the formula ep(P,x) is positive in P, the q>erator F is mCllOtme and theref(1"8 has a feast fixed point.
As we have mentimed in the introductim, direct replacement of poslttvity by monotmicity in the LFPfa-matlm rule does not lead to a nice logic. However, the q>erator F'(P)={x: P(xl exf(P,x)} is alWays inflattawy and therefore has an incluctivefi)(ed point. By Thec:rem 1, IFP(F')=lFP(F) if F is monotone. Th,is leads to a more liberal extensiooFO+IFP of first-crderlogic. Let us call a fcrmula ep(P.x) (in whatever language) explicjt1u jnf1atimaru if CP(P,x)=[P(x) cr t(P,x)] fer sane t.
The syntax. of logic FO+IFP is the result of augmentil'Yd the syntax~f first-order logic by:
IFP F([matjm RUle. Let t be a positive integer. x be an r-tuple of Individual variables. P be an r-ary predicate variable. f(P.x) be an arbitrary well-formed formula, and t be an r-tuple of terms.
If the formula f(P,x) is 8KJ)ltcitly inflationary then IFPp;Xf(P,x)is a well-fa-med predicate, and lIFPp;xfl)(P,x)](t) is a well-formed formula.
The meaning of ·the predicate lFPp:xf(P,x) is the inductive fixed point of the inflaticnarỹ erator F(P)={x: ep(P.X».
S2. Simultaneoos induction
For reader's convenience we prove in this sectim the known fact that simultaneous induction reduces to the ordinary one. Structures are rot necessarily finite.
Given natural rombers p and q, order the set {(p,a): P is a p-ary predicate and Qjs a q-ary predicate} axnpO'lentwise: (P,Q)~(P',Q') if P~P' and Q~Q'. The resulting partially <rdered set is axnplete. Let)( and y be sequences of individual variables of length p and q respectively.
Simultaneoos Induction lemma for FO+LFP
[Cr. Mol. Let F(P,Q) =( {x: cp(P,Q,x», (y: ",(P,Q,y) ) be an operattr where cp, , are FO+LFP formu'~s positive in P and Q. Let ( lFP1P,Q;x,y(cP,If'), lFP2P.Q;X.y(cP,If') ) The idea is to represent P(x) by R(u,u,x,u) with arbitrary u, and Q(y) by R(u,v,y) with arbitrary u~v.
The desired oc ( By the simultaneoos inductioo lemmas, the additlmal formatloo rules .00 not Increase the expressive power.
S3. Expressing the inductive fixed point
The proviso or So is In force: all structures are finite. We write r(P, -P,x) rather than~(P,x) in (rder to distinguish between positive and negative ocaJrrencesof P. First-order formulas and formulas built frOOl r by first-order means will be called pseudo fjrst-order. The ootton or positivity is generalized to pseudo firsl-crderf(l1llutas in the obvious way; in p..tiOJI.. the pseudo first-order fc:rmula r(P,P',X)is positive in both P and P'. The only non-trivlal CISe Is that of [IFPp;x(P(X) or lI(P.x)J(x) where 'lI -by the i.nductioo hypothesis<3l be assumed to be an FO+lFP fcrmula. Let r(P,P',x) be the result of replacing the negative ocQJrrences or P In 1S(P,x) by _pi where p'. Is a new predicate VIIlable. Obvioosly, r(P~-p.x) .... 2t(P,x). Now use C(J'oliary 2. D In the rest of this section we sketch a proof of Thecrem 1. For exposi~ary purposes we choose a nooempty finite set u· as oor universe of discoorS8. let f{P ,x}=lP(x) or r(P, -p,x»), F(P)={xf (P,X)} and Pn=Fnclll) I.e. PO=1lI and Pn+ 1=F(Pnl· The sequence P n is (non-strictly) ira-easing. let The proof is straightforward; formally speaking, the lemma will not be used. we do not have an access to natural rombers but the oomber k+ 1 may be represented by elements of
Pk+l-P k·
Here is the ftrmal definitioo. Let P(R,S.x,u,v) be 
.).x.x).
Here the 8xpressi<llS XEP 1 and (u,v)E Q l abbreviate pseudo rtrst-trder fa-mulas f(.,x) and '¥(fJ.-tiJ,u,v) respectively. Obvloosly, p and Cl are positive in RaMS. Therefore the operator H(R,S)= «((x,u,v): p(R,S,x,u,v)}, (x,u,v) : CJ (R,S,x,u,v») .
is moootooe n has a least'fbced point. 
